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ABSTRACT
A novel approach to multimodal optimization called Roam-
ing Agent-Based Collaborative Evolutionary Model (RACE)
combining several evolutionary techniques with agent-based
modeling is proposed. RACE model aims to detect multiple
global and local optima by training a multi-agent system to
employ various evolutionary techniques suitable for a speci-
fied multimodal optimization problem. Agents can exchange
information during the search process enabling a cooperative
search of optima between several populations evolving inde-
pendently. Redundant search by multiple agents is avoided
by having them communicate and negotiate about the space
region searched. An agent can request and receive from an-
other agent valuable information and genetic material for a
better search of a certain region in the environment. Perfor-
mance of the proposed agent-based collaborative evolution-
ary model is compared by means of numerical experiments
with rival evolutionary techniques.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods, and Search—Heuristic methods; I.2.11 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence—intelli-
gent agents, multiagent systems

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
evolutionary multimodal optimization, multi-agent systems,
collaborative search

1. INTRODUCTION
Multimodal optimization refers to detecting all global and

local optima of a problem. Evolutionary algorithms have
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been successfully engaged for multimodal optimization prob-
lems as they are highly adaptable and able to maintain a set
of possible solutions. However due to elitist versus popula-
tion diversity the balance between detecting all optima and
maintaining while avoiding redundant search is very weak.

A novel approach to multimodal optimization is proposed
exploring the benefits of evolutionary techniques in conjunc-
tion with the potential of multi-agent systems for commu-
nication, pro-activeness, autonomous behavior and flexible
interactions in an environment.

The paper introduces the Roaming Agent-Based Collabo-
rative Evolutionary Model (RACE) for solving multimodal
optimization problems. RACE technique aims to detect all
optima of a problem using a set of collaborative agents able
to engage various evolutionary techniques to solve a given
problem. Each agent has the capability of evolving a popu-
lation of individuals using a certain evolutionary algorithm.
Agents collaborate by exchanging information about the en-
vironment and the detected solutions. A global interactive
search process emerges enabling a flexible and efficient iden-
tification of local and global optima. The exploration of the
same search space region by multiple agents is avoided by
having agents communicate and negotiate about the space
region searched.

2. MULTIMODAL OPTIMIZATION
Most real world problems present more than one local

optimal solution. Such problems occur in various fields in-
cluding pattern recognition, fixed point theory, classification
and game theory.

For such problems we are interested not only in finding
one or more global optima but in identifying the set of all
acceptable solutions. The problems requiring the detection
of all local and global optima are called multimodal opti-
mization problems (MMOPs).

From the point of view of the number and distribution of
the optima, MMOPs can be classified in two categories:

• MMOPs presenting a discrete set of optima: these
problems are addressed in this paper.

• MMOPs having an infinite number of optima: for ex-
ample optima can be displayed in a circular manner
similar to the waves of a lake when a stone is thrown
in it.

Due to their high adaptability evolutionary algorithms are
very good candidates for approaching multimodal optimiza-
tion. One of their main advantages it that theoretically they
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may be designed to detect and to maintain a set of solutions
during one run.

When dealing with multiple optima from an evolutionary
optimization point of view several issues arise. The first
one is how to assess/decide when or if a local optimum has
been detected. Simple comparison of fitness values of two
individuals is not relevant: if one of them represents a global
optimum and the other a local optimum their comparison
may lead to the discarding of the second one. Then the
second issue arises: once detected, how to maintain the local
optima during the evolution process?

Elitism versus diversity preservation are classical issues in
evolutionary computation. To these it is added the one of
deciding which are the elitist individuals within a population
when the goal is to detect also the local optima.

Several evolutionary approaches to multimodal optimiza-
tion have been proposed. From the output point of view,
evolutionary techniques dealing with multiple solutions can
be divided in two classes:

• The first class consists of the algorithms that provide
as an output a population containing individuals gath-
ered around the optima. Most classical approaches be-
long to this class. A human decision maker is needed
to extract the local optima from the provided set. The
number of optima can not always be deduced from the
output population. Among these approaches the most
widely used are the Fitness Sharing based techniques
[5] and the Crowding methods [7, 10, 14].

• In the second class the output of the algorithm consists
of a population containing only the optima detected.
Sometimes an external population or an archive is used
to store these optima. Generally these methods also
provide the correct number of optima for the prob-
lem. In this class we find somewhat recent approaches
such as the Adaptive Elitist Genetic Algorithm [8], Ge-
netic Chromodynamics [4], Roaming technique [9] or
the Multiresolution Multipopulation Differential Evo-
lution [17].

The proposed RACE model belongs to the second class men-
tioned above, i.e. providing the location and number of de-
tected optima.

3. ROAMING OPTIMIZATION
Roaming technique is a recently proposed [9] evolution-

ary technique for multimodal optimization. Roaming tech-
nique detects multiple optima by using several subpopula-
tions evolving in isolation. Potential optima are saved into
an external population called archive.

Subpopulations are performing the exploration of the search
space while members of the archive perform the exploitation
part.

Roaming solves the problem of deciding when an optimum
has been detected by using a stability measure for subpopu-
lations. This stability measure enables the characterisation
of subpopulations as stable or unstable. Unstable subpop-
ulations evolve in isolation until they become stable. The
best individual in a stable subpopulation is considered to be
a potential local optimum.

The number of subpopulations is a parameter of the algo-
rithm and it is not related to the expected number of local
optima. Subpopulations are not restricted to a certain area

of the search space. This confers flexibility and robustness
to the search mechanism.

Potential optima are saved into the archive. Stable sub-
populations are spread over the search space in order to
detect other optima.

The archive contains individuals corresponding to differ-
ent optimum regions. The exploitation task is realized by
refining the elite individuals in the archive. Several archiving
strategies have been proposed in order to ensure that each
archive member corresponds only to one optimum region.

The output of the algorithm is represented by the archive
- the set of elitist individuals containing local optima.

4. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
A multi-agent system (MAS) employs several agents capa-

ble of interacting with each other to achieve objectives [16,
2, 1]. The benefits of such an approach include the ability
to solve large and complex problems, interconnection and
interoperation of multiple existing legacy systems and the
capability to handle domains in which the expertise is dis-
tributed [6, 1, 11].

Interoperation among autonomous agents of MAS is es-
sential for the successful location of a solution to a given
problem [13, 2]. Agent-oriented interactions span from sim-
ple information interchanges to planning of interdependent
activities for which cooperation, coordination and negotia-
tion are fundamental.

Coordination is necessary in MAS because agents have
different and limited capabilities and expertise [11]. Agents
have to coordinate their activities in order to determine the
organizational structure in a group of agents and to allocate
tasks and resources. Furthermore, interdependent activities
require coordination (the action of one agent might depend
on the completion of a task for which another agent is re-
sponsible).

Negotiation is essential within MAS for conflict resolution
and can be regarded as a significant aspect of the coordina-
tion process among autonomous agents [1, 11].

Agents need to communicate in order to exchange infor-
mation and knowledge or to request the performance of a
task as they only have a partial view over their environment
[16, 2].

Characterized by computational efficiency, reliability, ex-
tensibility, robustness, maintainability, responsiveness, flex-
ibility and reuse, multi-agent systems promote conceptual
clarity and simplicity of design [6, 13].

Regarding the use of simulated evolution in designing in-
telligent agents, a current state of art can be found in [3].
Int

5. PROPOSED RACE MODEL
A novel agent-based evolutionary technique for multimo-

dal optimization is proposed. The introduced technique
is called Roaming Agent-Based Collaborative Evolutionary
Model (RACE). It is essentially a multi-agent system de-
signed to solve a given optimization problem by engaging
various evolutionary techniques and exchanging intermedi-
ary information and genetic material. RACE represents a
generalization of the Roaming technique for multimodal op-
timization.

Each agent of the RACE system explores the search space
using a certain method - known at design time - to evolve a
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population of individuals. These agents are called Roaming
Evolutionary (RE) Agents. The number of RE agents is a
parameter of the RACE algorithm and equals the number of
populations evolving in parallel. Furthermore, there will be
as many societies of RE agents as the number of evolutionary
techniques employed by the RACE system. It is possible to
engage only one evolutionary method for all RE agents in
the system with potentially meaningful interactions.

Communication among RE agents is very important for
flexible and efficient global search process. A RE agent is
able to detect with the help of a Directory Facilitator (DF)
Agent if another RE agent is currently exploring the same
search space region. In such a situation, the two RE agents
can engage in a negotiation process that will quickly deter-
mine only one agent as the main explorer of that region. The
agent negotiation is influenced by the number of individuals
in the space neighborhood that each agent controls. The RE
agent that wins this negotiation process can receive from the
other RE agent valuable genetic material consisting of the
relevant individuals from its population.

Potential optima detected by an RE agent is forwarded
for storage purposes to a specialized agent called Optima
Manager (OM) Agent. The OM agent has the capability
of managing the set of potential solutions by deciding if a
solution received from an RE agent qualifies as potential
optima.

The proposed RACE model relies on the following classes
of interacting agents:

• Roaming Evolutionary (RE) agent has the objective
of detecting global and local optima of the given opti-
mization problem using an evolutionary technique. RE
agents are able to collaborate with each other, to reg-
ister with the DF agent and to communicate obtained
solutions to the OM agent.

• Directory Facilitator (DF) agent has the capability of
keeping a Yellow Pages type of service for the system.
There are two main facilities provided by DF agent as
follows: (i) agents can register (and deregister) their
situation; and (ii) agents can query the DF to find out
which agent or agents (if any) services the same region.

• Optima Manager (OM) agent has the objective of man-
aging the set of potential solutions of the given prob-
lem being. It has the ability of accepting or rejecting
requests from RE agents to store potential optima and
to refine stored potential optima.

The RACE system uses several RE agents but only one
instance of the DF and OM agents.

6. RACE PROTOTYPE MODEL IMPLEMEN-
TATION

The proposed Roaming Agent-Based Collaborative Evo-
lutionary model has been evaluated through the implemen-
tation of a prototype. Furthermore, the implemented RACE
algorithm has been engaged in solving a multimodal opti-
mization problem and numerical experiments and compar-
isons are presented in the next section.

The RACE propotype model implements the main types
of agents described in the previous section. All RE agents
use an evolutionary algorithm in order to detect local op-
tima. In the proposed implementation an EA using tourna-
ment selection, two-point crossover and uniform mutation is

used. RE agents collaborate using the DF agent. RE agents
use the DF in order to decide if their search does not overlap
with the search of other agents.

All potential optima are forwarded for storage purposes
to the OM agent which decides whether to store it or not.
The OM agent is also responsible with refining the stored
potential optima.

The RACE agents implement several features used by
Roaming technique and specific agent-based features such
as communication of genetic material and the use of a di-
rectory facilitator.

6.1 Stability measure
A stability measure is used within Roaming for determin-

ing whether a population of individuals has located a poten-
tial optimum.

By evolving subpopulation P of individuals for nit gener-

ations a new subpopulation P
′

having the same size as P is
obtained.

The number nit of iterations the subpopulations evolve in
isolation until their stability is measured is a parameter of
the algorithm called the iteration parameter.

Let x∗ be the best individual in the parent population
P . We define operator B as the set of individuals in the

offspring in population P
′

that are better then x∗:
Using the cardinality of the set B the stability measure

SM(P ) of population P is defined.

Definition 6.1. Stability measure of the subpopulation P
represents the number SM(P ) defined as

SM(P ) = 1− card B(x∗)

card P
,

where x∗ is the best individual in P and card A represents
cardinality of the set A.

Stability measure of a population P has the following
properties:

(i) 0 ≤ SM(P ) ≤ 1;

(ii) If SM(P ) = 1 then x∗ is a potential local optimum.

Definition 6.2. An RE agent evolving a population P is
called σ-stable if SM(P ) ≥ σ holds, where 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. A
1-stable stable RE agent is called a stable RE agent.

Remarks 6.1. (i) A RE agent evolving a population P
is called σ-unstable if it is not σ-stable.

(ii) A 1− unstable RE agent is called an unstable agent.

Within RACE a RE agent evolves a population of individ-
uals by the rules of an EA until it reaches stability. A stable
RE agent transmits to the OM the information about the
location of its best individual (considered to be a potential
optimum). After that the RE agent automatically restarts
the search of its population.

6.2 The Optima Manager
The Optima Manager is an agent representing the archive

used by the Roaming technique. The duties of the OM are
as follows:

• to store the potential optima detected;
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• to refine the potential optima detected;

• to receive information from stable RE agents regarding
new potential optima and decide weather they are to
be stored or not.

The OM has to fullfill the following requirements:

• each individual in the OM corresponds to one optimum
region;

• to each optimum region there is at most one individual
assigned.

Thus for each optimum there should be only one individ-
ual in the OM approximating it. The number of individuals
in the OM should be less than or equal to the number of
optima of the problem. Within Roaming several methods
for archiving solutions have been proposed:

• The first one (M1) uses a distance parameter δs in
order to asses whether a new potential optimum rep-
resents a new optimum region or not.

• The second method (M2) completely eliminates this
parameter by using a ’valley detection’ scheme.

• The third one (M3) combines the first two in order to
take advantage of the robustness of the second method
but also to reduce its computational complexity.

In the present implementation of RACE the second method
(M2) hase been employed by the OM in order to decide if a
new potential optimum needs to be stored.

M2 uses a ’valley’ detection mechanims proposed by Ursem
[15] that - unlike other strategies - does not require a dis-
tance parameter related to the problem. A new individual
is accepted by the OM if there exists a ’valley’ between him
and any other individual in the OM. If between the candi-
date individual and another individual in the OM no ’valley’
is detected, the OM preserves the best of them.

Unlike within the Cultural Algorithms [12] with which
RACE may seem similar, the OM does not influence the
search of the RE agents in any way.

6.3 OM refinement of solutions
The OM accepts potential optima from stable RE agents.

Potential optima represent individuals that are close to a
local optimum, or that belong to a new optimum region.
However, they may not represent good approximations of
the corresponding optima, therefore they need to undergo a
refinement process. Within Roaming this refinement takes
place by using a mutation operator. [9]

Each individual in the OM is mutated: an offspring is
created and evaluated. If the fitness value of the offspring
is better than that of the parent then the offspring is con-
sidered to be accepted in the OM - as a new individual -
by going trough the decision process. This is a precaution
taken to avoid losing an optimum if the offspring is created
on a different optimum region than the parent.

6.4 Communication between RE agents
Within Roaming technique subpopulations evolve in iso-

lation troughout the entire search process. The main con-
tribution of the RACE model is the use of communication

protocols between agents in order to enhance their capabil-
ities, avoid redundant search and improve their results.

Within RACE, RE agents use a Directory Facilitator agent
to find if other agents are converging towards the same opti-
mum region. One way to test this is to compute the distance
between the best individuals in the populations evolved by
two agents. If two agents consider that they are converging
towards the same optimum they start a negociation. One
of the RE agents will continue the search in the promissing
region by keeping best individuals from both agents while
the other RE agent will continue its search using the rest
of the individuals. Thus one of the RE agents will converge
more rapidly with the help of the genetic material provided
by the second one which was also going to explore the same
region while the other will hopefully redirect its search with
the diversity provided by the individuals resulting from ne-
gociation.

Within the present proposed prototype implementation
the agents first decide their future role (which one will con-
tinue the search in the promissing region) and then each
agent proposes for competition a randomly chosen individ-
ual from its population. The RE agent remaining in the
optimum region will keep the best individual from the two.
Other communication means between agents can be designed.

6.5 RACE model
RACE model is based on the Roaming technique for mul-

timodal optimization. It uses several communicating Roam-
ing Evolutionary Agents that are locating the promissing
regions by using an evolutionary algorithm. The RE agents
share information using a Directory Facilitator agent. Nego-
ciations take place between agents that ’believe’ that their
search will converge towards the same optimum region.

An Optima manager agent is used to maintain the optima
detected. It accepts or not individuals from stable RE agents
and refines individuals that correspond to optimum regions.

At the beginning of each iteration RE agents subscribe to
the DF agent and check if any the search of any other agent
converges towards the same region. If so, negociation be-
tween RE agents takes place. After that, each agent evolves
its population of solutions for a number nit of iterations and
the stability measure is computed. Stable agents transmit
the location of their best individual to the OM which accepts
it or not as a new optimum and then restart the search of
their populations. Unstable agents continue the search.

The search stopes when a maximum number of fitness
function evaluations is reached. The parameters used by
RACE are listed as follows:

N - number of agents
Popsize - population size of each agent
Maxeval - maximum number of
fitness function evaluations allowed
n - iteration parameter
pc, pm -crossover probability and mutation rate

One of the most important features of this method is that
not only it locates optima but also provides their number
and positions unlike other methods that only give a set con-
taining optima among other individuals.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results obtained using RACE are compared with those of

its sibling Roaming technique as reported in [9] in order to
assess the impact of the agent-based features introduced.
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The Peaks1-5 functions as presented in [9] are used:

• Problem Peaks1 is defined on [−100, 100]2 and has
three peaks of different heights.

• Problem Peaks2 has 10 peaks of varying heights. The
minimum distance between two peaks is 36.055 and
the maximum is 197.98. No basis function is used.

• Problem Peaks3 is a 15-peaks function defined on [−10, 10]2.
All peaks have the same height. Minimum distance
between peaks is 3.18 and the maximum is 21.98.

• Problem Peaks4 is similar to peaks3 benchmark, the
only difference appearing regarding the peaks heights

• Problem Peaks5 is defined on [−100, 100]10. It has 4
peaks situated at a minimum distance between them
of 125.29 and a maximum one of 333.46 . The peaks
have the same height of 100.

7.1 Performance measures
Several performance measures for multimodal search op-

erators have been used in literature. The following perfor-
mance indicators are considered throughout this work:

• peaks ratio pr - considered as the number of optima as
reported by the algorithm divided by the real number
of optima of the problem

• real peaks ratio rpr [14] - considered as the number
of optima actually detected by the algorithm divided
by the real number of optima. An optimum is consid-
ered to be detected if there exists one individual in the
output population within 0.5 distance to it.

• average minimum distance to the real optima

• standard deviation of the averages minimum distances
to real optima SD over a number of runs. It indicates
the variations of average minimum distances over dif-
ferent runs.

Most evolutionary approaches only provide a population
with individuals concentrated around optimum regions. It is
up to the human decision maker to establish if all optima are
detected and if all concentrations represent optimum regions
or not.

Although some population may contain local optima, it
may be difficult to assess which are these optima among
the other individuals in the populations. It is therefore im-
portant for a multimodal evolutionary algorithm to provide
not only a distinct set of optima but also their number.
That is why we have considered two indices connected to
the number of optima: the peaks ratio (pr) and the real
peaks ratio (rpr). Although they have similar expressions,
one is computed taking into account the number of optima
reported by the algorithm, while the other the number of
optima detected (number of individuals within 0.5 distance
to optima).

In the following section, the above indicators are averaged
above 30 runs for each experiment.

Table 1: Roaming : Setting parameters for Peaks1-5
tests

Problem Size of subpop. Valley detection
Peaks1 10 10
Peaks2 3 30
Peaks3 3 30
Peaks4 3 30
Peaks5 20 15

Table 2: Roaming: Common parameters for Peaks1-
5

Parameter Value
Number of iterations 1
Number of subpopulations/agents 10
Mutation rate 0.05

7.2 Parameter settings
The algorithms were run up to maximum 50000 fitness

function evaluations. Average and standard deviations of
distances to optima are presented as well as for the peaks
ratio and real peaks ratio. The common parametters of
Roaming and RACE have been given the same value for
fair comparison.

Parameter settings for the seven benchmarks are presented
in tables 1 and 2.

7.3 Results
Tables 3 - 7 present descriptive statistics related to the

five benchmarks, i.e. the values for the mean of the aver-
age distances to optima over the 30 runs, the corresponding
standard deviation, the minimum and median of the aver-
age distances to optima, the mean and standard deviation
of the peaks ratio and the mean and standard deviation of
the real peaks ratio.

Descriptive statistics presents RACE to outperform Roam-
ing for the tested functions. Median values of D indicate
that for all the problems RACE located the optima more
accurately than Roaming indicating the use of agent-based
feature as a promissing research area.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
A new multi-agent system constructed based on an evolu-

tionary technique for multimodal optimization called Roam-
ing is presented. The proposed model, Roaming Agent-
Based Collaborative Evolutionary model (RACE) uses three
types of agents to locate and store local and global optima
of a given problem.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics related to problem
Peaks1

Indicator RO RACE
Mean of D 0.246 7.77E-7
StDev of D 0.779 2.23E-7
Min of D 3.907E-5 2.6E-7
Median of D 6.805E-5 7.87E-7
Mean of rpr 0.966 1
StDev of rpr 0.105 0
Mean of pr 1 1
Stdev of pr 0 0
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics related to problem
Peaks2

Indicator RO RACE
Mean of D 8.414 6.89
StDev of D 4.000 4.62
Min of D 0.752 3.94E-6
Median of D 8.53 6.69
Mean of rpr 0.75 0.87
StDev of rpr 0.108 0.07
Mean of pr 0.86 0.87
Stdev of pr 0.069 0.07

Table 5: Descriptive statistics related to problem
Peaks3

Indicator RO RACE
Mean of D 3.518E-4 8.47E-6
StDev of D 5.219E-5 1.01E-6
Min of D 2.598E-4 7E-6
Median of D 3.509E-4 8.51E-6
Mean of rpr 1 1
StDev of rpr - 0
Mean of pr 1 1.006
Stdev of pr - 0.02

Table 6: Descriptive statistics related to problem
Peaks4

Indicator RO RACE
Mean of D 1.919E-3 0.02
StDev of D 3.196E-3 0.07
Min of D 3.114E-4 6.64E-6
Median of D 4.409E-4 8.52E-6
Mean of rpr 1 0.99
StDev of rpr - 0.02
Mean of pr 1 0.99
Stdev of pr - 0.02

Table 7: Descriptive statistics related to problem
Peaks5

Indicator RO RACE
Mean of D 8.565 8.5E-4
StDev of D 7.323 6.9E-5
Min of D 0.044 6E-4
Median of D 11.00 8.5E-4
Mean of rpr 0.775 1
StDev of rpr 0.184 0
Mean of pr 1 1.008
Stdev of pr - 0.04

The Roaming Evolutionary Agents are ’roaming’ the space
in order to find promissing regions using an evolutionary
algorithm. They are using a stability measure to decide
when to stop/restart the search. A directory facilitator is
used by the RE agents to check if two of them are converg-
ing towards the same optimum region. Agents overlapping
negociate and exchange genetic material in order to avoid
redundant search.

Numerical experiments show RACE to outperform Roam-
ing for the tested benchmarks. Future tests considering dif-
ferent communication mechanisms between agents are con-
sidered.
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